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Abstract— The past decade has seen great progress in the
development of adaptive, low-complexity, underactuated robot
hands. An advantage of these hands is that they use underconstrained mechanisms and compliance, which facilitate
grasping even under significant object pose uncertainties.
However, for many minimal contact grasps such as precision
fingertip grasps, these hands tend to move the object after a
grasp is secured, to an equilibrium configuration determined
by the elasticity of the mechanism and the contact forces
exerted through the robot fingertips. In this paper, we present
a methodology based on constrained optimization methods for
deriving stable, minimal effort grasps for underactuated robot
hands and compensating for post-contact, in-hand parasitic
object motions. To do so, we compute the imposed object
motions for different object shapes and sizes and we synthesize
appropriate robot arm trajectories that eliminate them. The
approach allows for the computation of these grasps and
motions even for hands with complex, flexure-based, compliant
members. The effectiveness of the proposed methods is
validated using a redundant robot arm (Barrett WAM) and a
two fingered, compliant, underactuated robot hand (Yale Open
Hand model T42), for a series of simulated and experimental
paradigms.

Fig. 1. Post-contact, in-hand object motion and compensation.

During this reconfiguration of the fingers, the object is
also perturbed from its initial position, behavior that may not
be desired for certain tasks. For example, when grasping a
mug full of water such perturbations may cause the water to
be spilt, or when the hand grasps a part of the environment in
order to manipulate it (e.g., a button of a console) such
displacements may damage it, pulling it further inside the
grasp. Surprisingly, nowadays most researchers control this
class of the hands in an open-loop fashion (i.e., sometimes
even in an on-off manner) and without selecting appropriate
contact forces (i.e., grasping arbitrarily tightly). Although
passive compliance guarantees that most objects will be
stably grasped without being damaged and the hand structure
is generally not prone to mechanical failures (e.g., caused by
hand object collisions), an arbitrarily tight grasp is not
optimal in terms of power consumption as it requires extra
torque and imposes larger object displacements.
In this paper, we propose a methodology for performing
post-contact object motion compensation for compliant and
underactuated robot hands, eliminating the aforementioned
parasitic object motions. For doing so, we use constrained
optimization methods and accurate models that describe the
kinematics of underactuated hands, even when they are based
on complex flexure joints. The proposed methodology can be
used to: i) facilitate robust grasping (e.g., prior to
manipulation) guaranteeing stability and optimality of the
initial grasp, ii) derive a set of minimal contact forces that
minimize power consumption and iii) derive appropriate
compensatory motions of the arm that eliminate the parasitic
object motions. To the best of our knowledge this is the first
study that focuses on the particular topic.
The efficacy of the proposed methods is experimentally
validated through numerous simulated and experimental
paradigms with a redundant robot arm (Barrett WAM) and a
two fingered, underactuated, compliant robot hand (Yale
Open Hand model T42).

I. INTRODUCTION
Significant research effort has been put into designing
low-complexity, compliant, underactuated robot hands for
robust grasping [1]–[4] and dexterous manipulation [5], [6].
These hands are extremely efficient in performing both
power and precision grasps and can be used as affordable
alternatives to the sophisticated, expensive, multi-fingered,
fully actuated robot hands. A major advantage of the
particular class of hands is that they are able to stably grasp a
plethora of everyday life objects even under significant object
pose uncertainties, due to the passive adaptability that the
underactuation and joint compliance impart to the designs.
Despite the promising performance, the examined robot
hands have also certain limitations and disadvantages. The
use of underactuation and compliant elements may facilitate
robustness of grasps, but complicates also the grasping and
manipulation analysis especially in the case of flexure joints,
making the derivation of analytical kinematic models nontrivial. Moreover, the transmission of these hands is typically
based on tendons driven through low-friction tubes, the
rerouting of which causes phenomena like the capstan effect
[7] that introduce friction to the structure and make the
overall behavior of the hand difficult to model. Furthermore,
during grasping and especially upon contact with the object
surface, the fingers of these hands tend to reconfigure,
attaining an elastic equilibrium configuration that depends on
the level of the contact forces exerted on the object.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the related work, Section III, focuses on the object
motion compensation methods, Section IV presents the
different paradigms, while Section V concludes the paper.

parameters of the particular hands. Thus, the effect of the
applied contact forces on the object and the possible
reconfigurations of the hand object system towards an elastic
equilibrium configuration, were not examined.
Su et al [19], proposed a grasp strategy for underactuated
hands, which facilitates grasping with only one trial (no regrasping is necessary), when there is uncertainty in the
object pose. For doing so, they proposed a robust grasp
planning scheme that can cope with a reasonable amount of
initial object position error, they performed a contact – force
sensors based grasp adaptation and they employed in their
analysis the compliant characteristics of the underactuated
mechanism. A recent study by Chen et al [20], presented an
adaptive reach-to-grasp strategy for multi-fingered robot
hands, in order to improve their grasping performance under
object pose uncertainties. A spatial virtual spring framework
was employed for the formulation of an adaptive grasping
control methodology, which achieves local in-hand
adjustments of the robot fingers that are not yet in contact,
without resorting to the arm motion. Finally, Prattichizzo et
al [21] proposed an object motion decoupled internal force
controller for stable grasping with compliant multi-fingered
hands, while Malvezzi et al [22] propose an internal forces
controller that guarantees zero motion of the object. These
studies focused only on deriving stable grasps and
eliminating object motions for compliant robot hands
without dealing with underactuated pinch grasps and without
considering the post-contact parasitic object motion and the
reconfiguration of the hand object system.

II. RELATED WORK
The field of adaptive, underactuated robot hands has
received an increased attention over the last years, with most
studies focusing on new robot hand designs [1], [3], [8] and
autonomous grasping or manipulation [9], [10], even done in
a mostly open-loop manner [6], [11]. But in order to perform
an efficient planning of grasping and dexterous in-hand
manipulation tasks with these hands, their kinematics should
first be accurately modelled. Adaptive, underactuated hands
generally require a spring element as an antagonist and/or
for adding a soft constraint to resist gravitational forces. This
elasticity can be implemented with springs across traditional
pin joints, or with flexures, which can produce simple to
fabricate frictionless elastic joints that can be compliant in
multiple directions.
Recently, Odhner et al. proposed the smooth curvature
model [12], [13], which provides an efficient representation
of complex planar flexure joints as simple elastic beams that
bend smoothly. The model uses low-order polynomials to
characterize the curvature of these joints even for large
deformations and allows extraction of the homogeneous
transformation matrices between the rigid links as well as
extraction of the derivatives of the joint kinematics (e.g.,
Jacobians etc.), in a computationally efficient manner.
While prior work has shown that underactuated hands
provide a quite reliable alternative to multi-fingered, fully
actuated robot hands, work to date is largely based on the
assumption that an initial stable grasp can be extracted. But
such an initial condition cannot be easily guaranteed, due to
the under-actuation and the passive compliance that is
inherent in the design of the examined robot hands, through
the use of compliant pin joints or complex flexure joints. For
assuring such a prerequisite and for extracting stable initial
grasps, we can employ existing grasping synthesis methods
proposed over the last years and we can adapt them for the
examined robot hands, dealing also with the problems that
may be raised (e.g., parasitic object motions).
Regarding grasp stability, quality and force optimization,
several studies proposed over the last years have focused on
underactuated hands. Mavrogiannis et al [14], presented an
optimization scheme for deriving task-specific force closure
grasps for underactuated robot hands. For doing so, they
used the soft synergy model proposed by Bicchi et al [15]
for modelling the kinematics and the force distribution, as
well as the grasp compatibility index proposed by Chiu et al
[16] to derive task-specific grasp configurations.
Ciocarlie et al [17], [18], proposed constrained
optimization frameworks for compliant, underactuated robot
hands that take advantage of a quasistatic equilibrium
formulation, in order to find a set of design parameters that
optimize stability across a set of different grasps. These
latter studies focused either on the extraction of stable,
optimal grasps at a higher, grasp planning level or on
providing a scheme for optimizing, a set of specific hand

III. OBJECT MOTION COMPENSATION METHODS
In this section we present the object motion compensation
methods used in this paper. The proposed scheme is based
on constrained optimization methods, as well as on accurate
models for describing the hand kinematics [13].
A. Computing a Wrist Offset for an Optimal Grasp
For securing a stable grasp we first need to position the
robot arm end-effector appropriately, so as for the robot
hand to be able to grasp the desired object with the
fingertips, in an optimal fashion. Given the fact that we want
our grasp to be as robust as possible, we choose during the
grasp planning process to optimize a specific grasp quality
metric [23]. The metric chosen in this study, is the distance
between the contact centroid (𝐨𝑐𝑐 ) and the object geometric
centroid (𝐨𝑔𝑐 ) like in [24]. When this distance is zero the
grasp is optimal. The distance is given by:
𝑄𝐷𝐶 = ‖𝐨𝑐𝑐 − 𝐨𝑔𝑐 ‖
(1)
For doing so, we start closing the robot fingers by applying
an increasing load at the individual finger motors, until the
distance between the two fingertip positions equals a
dimension of the object (e.g., the diameter of a sphere). The
dimensions of the object are known. The motion of the
fingers in the plane relatively to the motor loads, is modelled
using appropriate models [13] that provide a forward
kinematics estimation. From the forward kinematics
estimation, we can easily compute the distance between the
two robot fingertips.
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the hand Jacobian, 𝐊 l is the diagonal matrix representing the
flexibility of the finger-pads and the links, 𝐊 q is the diagonal
matrix representing the elasticity of the joints, Δp are the
virtual displacements of the fingertips due to the finger joint
displacements, δp are the infinitesimal deformations of the
object at the contact points due to the object stiffness, and
𝐆⧾ = 𝐊 𝑠 𝐆T (𝐆𝐊 𝑠 𝐆T )−1 denotes the 𝐊 𝑠 weighted right
inverse of the grasp matrix [25]. More details regarding the
joint stiffness analysis can be found in [27].
It must be noted that the joint displacements and the
object deformations at the contact points, can be easily
predicted by the smooth curvature model, that provides
appropriate representations of the hand kinematics and of
their derivatives (e.g., Jacobians and Hessians). In this work
we model the contacts, with the Hard Finger (HF) model,
which imposes for the “friction cone” constraints specific
nonlinear inequalities:
√𝑓𝑠2𝑖 + 𝑓𝑡2𝑖 ≤ 𝜇𝑓𝑛𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛𝑐

Fig. 2. Simulated paradigm of the wrist offset calculation for a
model T42 grasping a sphere with radius of 30 mm. The
different distances are depicted with dashed red lines.

(4)

where μ is the friction coefficient, fn is the normal force
component, and ft, fs are the tangential / shear components.
As it can be noticed the normal forces are constrained to be
non-negative, squeezing the object. The friction coefficient
chosen for this study is μ=0.3, which is a reasonable
assumption for contact between the urethane rubber of the
finger-pads and the ABS of the 3D printed objects. The
friction coefficient typically ranges between 0.1 and 1 [28].
More details regarding the mechanical properties of robotic
grasping can be found in [29].

In Fig. 2, we present a simulated paradigm of the proposed
procedure. Having computed the configurations of the
fingers at which the distance between the fingertips equals
the object dimension, we can now compute the distance
from the contact points to the base frame of the hand (robot
arm wrist). This distance is also the required wrist offset
from the object, so as to preposition the robot hand and
allow it to reach the desired contact points.
In this work, we hypothesize that we have an analytical
description of the robot model (3D shape) and knowledge of
the object properties (e.g., weight, stiffness and friction
between the fingertips and the object surface). Thus, by
solving at each instance of the grasping process the forward
kinematics of the robot fingers, we are able to detect when a
point of the distal phalanx of a robot finger penetrates the
object and stop the finger motion, halting the corresponding
motor. Upon contact with the object, the loads of the motors
are transformed to contact forces at the contact points and
they are used to grasp the object in a stable fashion.

C. Grasping Force Optimization
In case the object weight is known, we can perform a
grasping force optimization in order to minimize the level of
contact forces that should be exerted through the robot
fingertips in order to achieve stable grasps, minimizing also
the parasitic object motion imposed by the fingers
reconfiguration. To do so, we choose to minimize the norm
of the normal contact force components, which is given by:
𝑛

𝑐
𝐹(𝛕) = √∑𝑖=0
𝑓𝑛𝑖 2

(5)

The minimization of such a metric combined with the
satisfaction of the friction cone constraints, the joint limits
and the object penetration constraints leads to the
minimization of the contact force distribution and therefore
to an optimal, minimal effort grasp. Thus, the grasping force
optimization problem is formulated as follows:
𝛕∗ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 min 𝐹(𝛕)
(6)

B. Stability of Grasps
A stable pinch grasp is achieved when the hand object
system is in equilibrium and the friction cone constraints are
satisfied. The balance equation for generalized forces acting
on the object, is given by:
𝐆𝐟 = −𝐟ext
(2)
where 𝐆 is the grasp matrix, 𝐟 are the contact forces and fext
is the external wrench that is applied at the object center of
mass (e.g., the object weight). The general solution to the
grasp distribution problem can be derived using the grasping
force decomposition model [25], which is given by:
𝐟 = 𝐆⧾ (−𝐟𝑒𝑥𝑡 ) + (𝐈 − 𝐆⧾ 𝐆)(𝐊 𝑠 Δ𝐩 + 𝐊 𝑐 δ𝐩)
(3)

𝛕

s.t.

𝐉𝐡𝐓 𝐟 = τ
𝐆𝐟 = −𝐟ext
√𝑓𝑠2𝑖 + 𝑓𝑡2𝑖 ≤ 𝜇𝑓𝑛𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛𝑐
−

+

𝐪 ≤𝐪≤𝐪
𝐜𝑖 ∈ 𝜕𝐎, 𝑖 = 1,2
𝑆ℎ ∉ 𝐎

where 𝐊 𝑠 = (𝐊 l + 𝐉h 𝐊 q 𝐉hT )−1 according to [26] is the
stiffness matrix that represents the structure compliance of
the hand, Kc is the stiffness matrix of the contact points, 𝐉h is
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(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

𝐪− and 𝐪+ denote the lower and the upper joint limits, 𝐎 is
the space occupied by the object, 𝐜𝑖 is a vector containing
the coordinates of the i-th fingertip that must lie on the
object surface 𝜕𝐎 as denoted by eq. (12), while finally Sh,
denotes a set of finite discrete points lying on the robot hand
links (i.e., phalanges) and which should never penetrate the
object. Eq. (12) can be easily expressed with inequality
constraints, in case an analytical description of the object
geometry is available or in case of a primitive object shape
that can be easily expressed analytically. All these
constraints will be called for the rest of the paper as robot
hand constraints and will be denoted by RHC.
D. Joint Elasticity
For simple elastic pin joints, the configuration of the hand
at equilibrium is found by computing and minimizing the
total energy of the hand subject to the constraints of the
system. For pin joints, the potential energy is expressed as:
1

𝑉(𝐪) = 𝐪T 𝐊 𝐪 𝐪
2

Fig. 3. Example of the parasitic object motion imposed by the
underactuated, compliant robot hand upon grasping. The object
is a sphere with a radius of 30 mm and the stiffness of the
proximal and distal joints are those reported in Fig. 8. The
black circles denote the initial and the goal fingertips and
object center positions, while the black lines denote the
followed trajectories.

(13)

where q is the vector of the joint angles and 𝐊 q is the
stiffness matrix that represents the elasticities of pin joints.
In case of flexure joints, we use the smooth curvature
model [12], [13] that provides computationally efficient
models for representing them. The models are based on the
realistic assumption that the curvature of elastic beams
during bending is smooth and that it can be approximated by
low-order polynomials (Legendre polynomials). The
bending of each flexure joint is modelled with three
generalized coordinates (instead of one for the pin joints)
that describe the configuration and the method provides a set
of homogeneous transformations between the robot rigid
links, as well as the derivatives of the kinematics (e.g.,
Jacobian and Hessian matrices). Once again the
configuration of the hand at equilibrium is found by
minimizing the potential energy of the hand 𝑉(𝒒), as
reported in [13].
In addition to deriving the robot pose relative to the
tendon length displacement or the tendon load, we can also
accurately represent the effect of any external forces acting
on the robot structure. Such a general scenario is approached
as a constrained energy-minimization problem. Let fc the
vector of the force applied at a specific point c on the robot
(e.g., contact point), 𝐉cT the Jacobian of the particular point
coordinates and ∇𝑞 𝑉 the gradient of the total internal energy
of the robot finger. Then, the deformed equilibrium
configuration of the system can be found by minimizing the
following function:
𝐸(𝛕) = −∇𝑞 𝑉(𝐪) + 𝐉cT 𝐟c

minimal power consumption of the system (e.g., for UAVs
that rely on the same battery for operating their motors and a
gripper) and minimal parasitic object displacements.
Having derived the required minimal contact forces, we
can now predict the object motion and the reconfiguration of
the underactuated robot fingertips upon grasping (see Fig.
3), using equation (14) and the smooth curvature model [13],
as described in [6]. The forces acting upon the system are
initially only the motor loads required in order for the
fingers to reach the object surface. Upon establishing contact
with the object surface, the motor loads of the fingers keep
increasing in order to exert the required contact forces on the
object. The motor loads and the contact reaction forces
trigger a reconfiguration of the underactuated, compliant
robot fingers that leads the hand object system to an elastic
equilibrium configuration.
Thus the problem formulation for deriving the parasitic
object motion, for the generalized forces 𝛕 acting on the
hand object system at each instance of the grasping process,
becomes:
𝛕∗ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 min 𝐸(𝛕)
(15)
s.t.

𝛕

RHC
where RHC are the robot hand constraints described
analytically in equations (7-12). The velocity of the object is
extracted from the robot fingertip velocities [13].
In Figures 3 and 4, we present various examples with
different simulated robot hands. More precisely in Fig. 4, we
present examples with two simulated model T42
underactuated robot hands with different stiffness ratios
between the proximal and the distal joints, while grasping
and imposing parasitic object displacements to spheres with
radius of 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 mm. As it can be noticed
different stiffness ratios lead to different elastic equilibrium
configurations of the hand object system and thus to
different total object displacements.

(14)

E. Predict the Object Motion
In this work we hypothesize that we know the object
parameters. Thus, following the instructions of subsection
III-C, we are able to derive the minimal contact forces
required in order to grasp a particular object in a stable
manner. Although the underactuation and the inherent
passive compliance will allow these hands to efficiently
grasp objects even with larger contact forces without
damaging them, a set of minimal contact forces, leads to
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Fig. 4. Simulated paradigms of the object parasitic motion, caused by the reconfiguration of the fingers of two different robot hands,
with stiffness ratio 𝑅𝑆 = 𝑆𝐷 ⁄𝑆𝑃 between the distal (SD) and the proximal phalanx (SP), 𝑅𝑆 = 1.5 and 𝑅𝑆 = 2.5 respectively. Different
stiffness ratios result to different total reconfigurations of the fingers and consequently to different object displacements. The simulated
objects used, are spheres with radius 10 mm, 20mm, 30 mm, 40 mm and 50 mm. The initial and the final configurations appear
superimposed to facilitate comparisons.

The velocity of the object is directly extracted from the
robot fingertip velocities, as reported in [13]. In case that the
object weight is not known, the robot hand may squeeze the
object arbitrarily tightly leading the system to greater
reconfigurations, imposing greater parasitic object motions.
F. Deriving Compensatory Robot Arm Motion
From the object motion, we can easily derive using the
robot arm Jacobian 𝐉a , an appropriate compensatory motion
for the robot arm end-effector. We need the robot arm endeffector velocity to have equal with the object velocity
magnitude but opposite direction. Let 𝐯ee be the desired
velocity vector of the robot arm end-effector. Then we can
easily derive the joint space velocities that we should
provide to the Barrett WAM velocity controller, using:
𝐪̇ = 𝐉a⧾ 𝐯ee
(16)
⧾
where 𝐉a is the pseudoinverse of the robot arm Jacobian,
which is given by the following expression:
𝐉a⧾ = 𝐉aT (𝐉a 𝐉aT )−1
(17)
A simulated paradigm of the proposed procedure is
presented in Fig. 5. As it can be noticed the coordinated
motion of the whole arm hand system, compensates for the
parasitic motion imposed on the object during grasping.

Fig. 5. Simulated paradigm of the Barrett WAM – Yale Open
Hand model T42 robot arm hand system, grasping a sphere
with a radius of 20 mm, with and without the object motion
compensation procedure. In the compensation case, the
motion of the arm eliminates the parasitic object motion.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Apparatus
In this paper we use the Barrett WAM 7 DoF redundant
robot arm, in order to compensate for the parasitic motion
that is imposed on the grasped object by the reconfiguration
of the fingers of the underactuated, compliant robot hand.
More details regarding the Barrett WAM can be found in
[32]. The simulated model of the robot arm was incorporated
in MATLAB for preparing a series of simulated paradigms.
The Barrett WAM robot arm is depicted in Fig. 6.

In this section we present simulated and experimental
paradigms prepared with the Barrett WAM robot arm and
the Yale Open Hand model T42, compliant, underactuated
robot hand. For the computation of the underactuated hand
kinematic models, we used the freeform manipulator toolbox
[13], the SynGrasp toolbox [30] and the Robotics Toolbox
[31], in the MATLAB (MathWorks) interactive simulation
environment.
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Fig. 6. The Barrett WAM 7 DoF robot manipulator.

Fig. 8. The tendon routing mechanism and the parameters of
the robot finger, are depicted. The Model T42 of the Yale
Open Hand project, has two identical fingers.

Fig. 7. The compliant, underactuated robot hand that we use in
this study is depicted. Model T42 of the Yale Open Hand
project, has a version with two flexure joints based on
elastomer materials (urethane rubber).

In this paper we use for both the simulated and the
experimental paradigms the Yale Open Hand model T42
robot hand [33]. T42 is an open-source, two-fingered,
compliant, underactuated robot hand, developed by the Open
Hand project / initiative. T42 has two motors (one for each
of the two robot fingers), two phalanges per finger, flexure
joints implemented with elastomer materials (Smooth-On,
PMC 780 Urethane Rubber), and can be used for both robot
grasping and precision manipulation (e.g., equilibrium point
manipulation). The model T42 is depicted in Fig. 7. Τhe
tendon routing and the structure of a robot finger, are
depicted in Fig. 8. More details and the required instructions
for the replication of this hand can be found in the Yale
Open Hand project website [34].

Fig. 9. A comparison of the predicted (thick red line) and the
actual (thin colored lines) post-contact, parasitic object
motions. Five different trials with a model T42 grasping and
perturbing a cylinder (d: 30mm) are depicted.

The predicted object trajectory for a symmetric grasp is a
straight line as expected. The mean RMS error across all
trials in the object trajectory is only 0.4 mm for a total object
displacement of ~16 mm. Moreover, the predicted object
trajectory is longer than the actual, due to joint stiffness
measurement inaccuracies.

C. Parasitic Object Motion Compensation
In Fig. 5, we presented a simulated paradigm with the
Barrett WAM – Yale Open Hand model T42 robot arm hand
system, while grasping a sphere with a radius of 30 mm,
with and without object motion compensation. As it can be
easily noticed, without object motion compensation there is
an evident object displacement during the grasping process,
due to the reconfiguration of the fingers to an elastic
equilibrium configuration. In the object motion
compensation case, an appropriate robot arm compensatory
motion eliminates the parasitic object motion by
appropriately placing the robot arm wrist closer to the
object. The initial and final configurations of the arm hand
system are depicted superimposed to facilitate comparisons.

B. Comparison of Predicted and Real Parasitic Motions
In order to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed
methodology in predicting accurately the post-contact
parasitic object motions, we chose to compare the predicted
motions with actual object motions. The proposed model, is
not 100% accurate as it does not incorporate difficult to
model parameters (e.g., tendon routing friction and capstan
effect) and it does not account for possible asymmetries /
inaccuracies in the robot structure or in the tendon routing of
the different robot fingers. Results, are depicted in Fig. 9,
where the actual and the predicted post-contact parasitic
object motions are compared.
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Fig. 10. Images of the conducted experiments. A rectangle (side: 40 mm), is grasped by the Barrett WAM – Yale Open Hand model
T42 robot arm hand system with and without the object motion compensation methodology.

In Fig. 10, we present an experimental paradigm with the
real Barrett WAM – Yale Open Hand model T42 robot arm
hand system grasping a rectangle with a side of 40 mm, with
and without the object motion compensation. Different
views of the workspace are provided. For the real
experiment, without object motion compensation there is a
significant perturbation of the object pose, while with the
object motion compensation procedure the parasitic object
displacement is eliminated by the robot arm motion.

hand kinematics. To do so, we extracted an optimal, minimal
effort, stable grasp and we computed the robot finger
reconfigurations that were caused by the contact forces
exerted through the robot fingertips. Then we synthesized
appropriate robot arm trajectories that were able to
compensate for the imposed parasitic object motion,
facilitating grasp stabilization. The efficiency of the
proposed methods was experimentally validated through
extensive simulated and experimental paradigms, involving
a redundant robot arm and a two-fingered, compliant,
underactuated robot hand. We feel that deriving stable
grasps, is a prerequisite of paramount importance for
performing meaningful, robust grasping and in-hand
manipulation tasks especially with the examined class of
adaptive robot hands.
Regarding future directions, we plan to generalize the
proposed methods for complex, 3D objects and nonsymmetric grasps, to evaluate their efficiency in the case of
several contact points, to investigate how contact point or
other uncertainties affect the scheme performance, to extend
the methodology for real grasping scenarios in unstructured
environments and to compare it with vision based methods
or with machine learning methods.

D. Accompanying Video
A series of simulated and experimental paradigms are
contained in the accompanying video [35]. It must be noted,
that during the real experiments, the compensation of the
parasitic object motion is not perfect, due to the limited
precision of the Barrett WAM robot arm and due to friction
phenomena in the robot hand structure. Moreover, the
shaking of the object is caused by the large contact forces
that we applied, in order to maximize the imposed object
displacement and make the compensatory motion of the
robot arm more apparent.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper we presented a methodology for deriving
stable grasps for compliant and underactuated robot hands
without perturbing the grasped object. The methodology is
based on constrained optimization methods and appropriate
models that describe the underactuated, compliant robot
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